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ABSTRACT

A seamless communication capability is important in military operations. Likewise, enhanced security, increased capacity, and robust communication mechanisms are vital for humanitarian and disaster-response operations. Often, a system of wide-band satellites is employed for real-time exchange of information and over-the-horizon control, but the communications are prone to denial of service (DoS) attacks, and delayed redeployment. Hence, a swarm of drones could be deployed in mission-critical operations in times of urgency for a secured and robust distributed-intercommunication which is essential for survivability and successful completion of missions. In this paper, a distributed-agent-based framework for secure and reliable information exchange between drones in a constellation is proposed. The framework comprises a mechanism for path planning simulation and estimation, a flexible network architecture for improved client-server(C/S) and peer-to-peer (P2P) connectivity, as well as agents for identity authentications and secure communications. The framework has been simulated and verified with results showing promise.

1 INTRODUCTION

An agent is a computer program that can act autonomously and individually in computer simulations; whereas a model refers to the abstracted representation of objects, environments, or processes. Hence, agent-based modeling (ABM) is the process of creating a representation for real-world problems or businesses where a collection of autonomous decision-making agents interact with one another. The agents can individually assess their status and decide based on a set of predefined rules (Bonabeau 2002). The agents can be leveraged and applied for simulating a multitude of real-world problems including a fleet of drones in a mission (Shen et al. 2008). Hence, an agent-based framework provides simulation functionality for a swarm of drones in a military or civilian operation for such roles as high-altitude surveillance in times of emergency (Palaniappan et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2017).

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also commonly known as drones, have found a multitude of civil and military applications since 2007 due to their mobility and low cost (Chen et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018). The UAVs can operate in hostile territories to reduce losses which make them suitable for military operations. However, military forces that currently operate based on assured information communication systems are likely to face the danger of service disruption. Their communication system often relies on wide-band satellites and satellite-based high-altitude UAVs. Many methods are capable of perpetrated denial of service attacks on space vehicles because satellite communications (SATCOM) are well-documented and methods for wide-band communications assessments are researched (Tian et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2014). That is, SATCOM systems can be jammed and rapidly replacing them in orbit is not an easy task due to the limited number of launching sites or vehicles. Even with a replacement method, providing a timely response would still be next to impossible. One solution is to design new satellites.
capable of supporting advanced extra high-frequency systems to overcome possible jamming efforts (Wilgenbusch et al. 2013; Bi et al. 2015; Zeng et al. 2016). Methods for jamming assessment simulation include agent swarms with game theory (Wei et al. 2007), frequency hopping (Shen et al. 2012), and signal-interference-to-noise ratio (Li et al. 2016). Using the performance assessment of the communication could provide information to a swarm of drones to meet a timely response.

With the incorporation of strong security countermeasures, UAVs can be effectively deployed for ubiquitous wireless coverage in an area devoid of communication networking infrastructures, for communication relaying, and for information garnering and dissemination. UAVs are applicable for search-and-rescue missions, for disaster-stricken areas where the communication infrastructures have been destroyed, and in urgent situations during interruptions (Zeng et al. 2016; Roder et al. 2018). However, many drones cannot be deployed for military use because they have some security and energy limitations. These drawbacks could not be addressed through the introduction of agents capable of performing security and identity authentication, integrity checking, encryption validating, path planning, and information collating (Blasch et al. 2010). An additional consideration is route planning for multi-drone deployment (Chakrabarty et al. 2010; Zeng et al. 2016), which can leverage multiple ad-hoc networks (MANETS) (Han et al. 2006; Han et al. 2009; Gupta et al. 2016). Currently, there is a trend in developing flying ad-hoc networks (FANETS) (Oubbati et al. 2017). The FANET agents could be fixed, semi-mobile or fully mobile. Agents can run in each drone and are capable of interacting based on defined and learned rules. They are self-controlled applications or mobile codes that can travel and communicate via a specially established local area network (LAN) or over the Internet. Also, they can perform predefined activities by frequency-hopping from one drone to another or via network-based interaction with each other. Mobile-agents were initially built for a distributed computing paradigm (Alami-Kamouri et al. 2016; Mahmoodi et al. 2014; Dadhichet al. 2010). Hence, the swarm interaction capabilities could be leveraged to enable the distributed deployment of drones for ubiquitous wireless communication coverage, connectivity relaying, and collaborative information garnering.

This paper is on agent-based modeling and military applications of a fleet of drones. A new distributed-agent-based framework for a constellation of drones is proposed. It runs on a hybrid of peer-to-peer (P2P) and client-server (C/S) network architecture with reduced protocol overheads for fast and bandwidth-efficient communication (Mustafee et al. 2017). A group of drones are flown over the area that needs urgent and secure wireless connectivity coverage and relaying information using a framework capable of supporting route optimization for energy saving and effective coverage. The agents interact with one another as peers and perform several functions. That is, the agent in each drone communicates with agents on other drones in P2P mode (in C/S mode with the control center) to collect data relevant to route optimization and routing. Optimal inter-drone distance for energy saving and increased bandwidth capacity is computed using convex optimization. The objective function is the free space path loss equation, which is a function of distance and carrier frequency, while the constraints include the area to be covered, the height, and the inter-drone distance. For optimal positioning of the drones, a semi-ellipsoid or semi-sphere is generated based on the serving area. The results demonstrate a successful simulation using the framework along with a programmable flight simulation tool on the Linux platform. Also, the python-based agent can scan and detect burned in ready-only drone-IDs, drone-IP Address, drone-MAC address, and system calls made. Brief attributes of the installed applications runtime system programs and applications along with any modifications are validated by the agents to ensure authentic and authorized exchange of information. To prevent confidentiality and integrity attacks, the agents also perform data encryption and hashing and report any abnormality discovered to peers and the command and control (C2) center server. The agent securely authenticates peer drones, enciphers the communication, and authorizes inter-drone accesses. It also collates information and images for quicker and insightful understanding.

The remainder of this paper is organized as ensues. Reviews of previous works germane to agent-based modeling, drones, path planning, and military applications are presented in Section 2. Then, the proposed framework is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the simulation models and results followed by the conclusive remarks presented in Section 5.
2 AGENT-BASED MODELS

Agent-based modeling (ABM) is considered a bottom-up approach, in contrast to conventional top-down models. A bottom-up approach captures the generative nature of system properties like that of UAVs (McCune et al. 2013). ABM shows the interactive behavior between the agents, predicts the results, and calibrates the model for better performance.

2.1 Related Work

A drone constellation, or commonly known as the swarm of drones, is collectively an active research topic for many applications including military and civilian operations. For the general purpose, the drones are used for area surveillance for infrastructure security (Semsch et al. 2009, Cruise et al. 2018). Many authors have addressed the complex problems of urban surveillance with occlusions due to tall buildings or vegetation as well as timeliness. Recently, a commercial application of package delivery through UAV network is promoted. UAVs are still not robust for extensive uses due to their short battery life, payload limitation, and limited onboard computational power. To accommodate these limitations and aiming for higher efficiency with the available architecture, path planning and vehicle routing problems are solved extensively using multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (Dunik et al. 2015). Peng and Mohseni (2014) presented an environmental simulation to dynamically incorporate data into a running application while simultaneously using the application to detect the presence of a puff cloud (toxic environment). In the case of military applications, an occlusion avoidance algorithm supports area survey, collects critical information about locations, and improves strategic planning as compared to the satellite-based imagery (Wei et al. 2014). Multi-UAV constellations have also been in use with a military convoy; however, the optimized topology is not transparent which requires simulations.

Algorithms for path following and collision avoidance are developed based on the sensors from the drones, and a real-time calibration due to changes in the environment is required. These limitations entail the requirement of Dynamic Data Driven Application System (DDDAS) (Darema 2004) for dynamically managing the onboard sensors and improving performance. Methods for video support include model fidelity analysis (Blasch et al. 2005), target tracking (Dunik et al. 2015), graphical methods (Liu et al. 2017), and multisource analysis (Hammoud et al. 2018).

2.2 Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS)

The DDDAS framework combines the models and data to facilitate the analysis and prediction of physical phenomenon. Figure 1 shows the defined DDDAS feedback loop (Blasch 2018b). Blasch (2018a) defines the DDDAS as an adaptive framework with a sensor reconfiguration loop and a data assimilation loop. These loops use the real-time input from the test-bed sensors, and the framework recalibrates the sensor input for the error which in turn reconfigures the physical model for more accurate data collection. Many DDDAS examples explore the use of kinematic modeling in support coordinated multi-UAV control which utilizes models for optimizing sensor placement (Yang et al. 2013).

For the current proposed DDDAS application, the UAV’s neighboring distance provides an input to recalibrate path planning for optimal peer-to-peer connectivity. The distance can also be quickly determined from the uncertainty quantification of the UAV positions (Tian et al. 2012).
2.3 Agents
Agents are self-controlled mobile programs that can move via a network. The software agents can jump from one node to another to carry out tasks according to the set of rules defined in the code in each node and can be designed to interact with other agents. Agents were initially built for a distributed computing paradigm and could be applied in information retrieval, mobile computing, e-commerce, and network management because they can make complex problems appear simpler. But, their mobility from one network to another and from one system to another, and their interactive nature have made them a target for security attacks (Alami-Kamouri et al. 2016; Mahmoodi et al. 2014; Dadhich et al. 2010). In this paper, multifunction and secure agents are proposed which are configured on each drone. If the agent happens to fail during a mission due to various reasons, it is immediately replaced by the server in the ground control via Secure Shell (SSH) access to an agent platform on the drone.

Similar redundant applications of agents are used in honeypot deployment in Network Intrusion detection system or Industrial controls-based system (ICS). Nagothu et al. (2017) deployed a web-crawler agent based on a high-interaction simulation to collect web data and map user-interaction with the unique website behavior with client’s system. Besides, Fitwi et al. (2019) developed a method based on agents for secure communication between smart grid sensors and a covey of drones.

3 THE PROPOSED AGENT-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR UAV SWARMS
Various systems for military deployment require data driven methods, such as information fusion (Blasch et al. 2012). This section provides the detailed presentation of design considerations, components, and functions of the framework. Route optimization of a covey of drones for elongating battery life, effective inter-communication, communication and device security, and information collating are the major aspects detailed.

3.1 Route Optimization
The deployment of drones seeks safety and robustness. The implementation of appropriate flight route planning can significantly shorten the communication distance. Maintaining an optimal inter-drone distance is essential for high-capacity performance. However, determining the inter-distance optimal for both high-capacity performance and energy saving is not a trivial task. Increasing the drones’ altitude leads to an increased possibility of having a line of sight (LoS) links with ground stations but causes more free space path loss. Hence, a trade-off between altitude and path loss is quite important. Likewise, the drones’ inter-distance must be varied only within the minimum allowable distance that avoids a possible collision and the maximum range of the Wi-Fi technology in use.
The minimum inter-distance for two drones fitted with Wi-Fi technologies to operate efficiently may not matter if they are on different frequencies. They could fly side by side in the closest possible proximity. But if they can't be separated by spectrum allocations (which is not often the case), some minimum inter-distance must be maintained. It's a good practice to place Wi-Fi access points (e.g., drones) at least 10ft away from each other. This ensures that the path loss between them is at least 50dB, big enough to negate the spectral mask of adjacent channels. With the possible channel adjacency and collision avoidance in mind, the minimum inter-drone distance is set at 10ft plus the longest body span of the drones. The maximum inter-drone distance is equal to the maximum range supported by the Wi-Fi.

Similarly, the heights of raised topographies or mountains are considered while computing the hovering altitude. Hence, the framework is designed to incorporate a convex optimization technique which is solved using a standard convex optimization method called CVX (http://cvxr.com/cvx/), to compute the optimal altitude and inter-drone separation to achieve energy-conscious maximum coverage.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how the inter-drone distance (ID) and the optimal traffic paths are computed using Eq. 1. The agents in each drone interact with one another via the network and exchange information about their position coordinates \((x, y, z)\) and then compute inter-drone distances and the optimal route. Figure 3 demonstrates how five drones could be deployed to provide an important ubiquitous connectivity coverage in an identified serving area where an operation is underway.

UAVs can relay communication beyond a mountain, which is an obstacle to LoS. Figure 4 portrays a semi-ellipsoid shape placed over an elliptical area after the objective function in Eq. 2, derived from the free space path loss (FSPL) and Friis transmission formula, was optimized using the ellipsoidal area and inter-
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drone distance constraints in Eq. 2 through Eq. 4. Eq. 1 computes the inter-drone distance \((ID)\) in terms of the coordinates of the drones’ current positions. In Eq. 2, \(d\) is the ID from different heights \((h)\), \(f_c\) is the carrier frequency which is 5GHz in our case, and \(c\) is the speed of light in free space.

\[
distance(ID) = \sqrt{(x2 - x1)^2 + (y2 - y1)^2 + (z2 - z1)^2}
\]  

\[
FSPL(dB) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{4 \pi f_c}{c} \right)
\]  

\[
AreaofSemi_Ellipsoid (S) = \left( \frac{2 \pi}{3} \right) \left( (ab)^{1.6} \right) + \left( (bh)^{1.6} \right)^{1/6}
\]  

\[
DroneSpan + 10ft \leq ID \leq WiFi \ max \ range
\]  

Flight time is continuously recorded for the estimation of the remaining battery power. The drones start flying back to ground when “there is just enough power for the return trip” signal is produced by the agents installed in each one of them based on the best route computed. Then, other drones take over following the broadcast of an updated signal to the database (DB), where a sample is provided in the experiments and result analysis section of this paper and in Yang et al. (2012). The broadcast starts before a drone begins its trip back to ground-based on an average drone speed of 50mph so as to fill the gap just in time.

3.2 Enhancing the Security

Drones are vulnerable to availability, integrity, and confidentiality attacks. They have several security weaknesses that could be exploited to inflict substantial attacks. Fitwi et al. (2019) stated that cache-poisoning and buffer overflow are common problems in some drones, which could cause DoS or the disconnection of drones from the controllers. Hence, to remedy these problems, the framework supports security countermeasures.

Availability ensures that information or services are accessible to authorized parties. A DoS attack on a drone denies legitimate users access to it, degrades its performance, or interrupts the standard functionality of the drones. In the proposed framework, a security measure that enforces the scrutiny of incoming requests is made to ensure that it is coming from an authentic drone in the mission or from the command center. An agent is designed to have access to an encrypted database (DB) of unique drones’ IDs, media access control (MAC) addresses, system program attributes, and application program attributes of all drones in the mission. Hence, the agent on a drone receiving a request performs an identity and security authentication
of the incoming request in comparison to the initial status stored in the DB. It can also stop any unauthorized access or superfluous applications that could potentially result in a DoS attack in collaboration with the command center server. The server gets a periodic report of resource utilization by current processes helpful to identify processes that avariciously consume resources which could lead to a potential DoS attack.

Secondly, a measure against possible integrity attack is enforced by the framework. An information integrity measure is meant to prevent unauthorized tampering of information by illegitimate parties. That is to say, information has value only if unauthorized users do not tamper it. In this paper, integrity also refers to the drone device security/authenticity. The agents are capable of computing hashes to check the integrity of information exchanged and the authenticity of the source drone. The authenticity of the sending drone is proved by comparing the hash of the ID, and system attributes on the request and those initially stored on each drone by the server at the start of the mission.

Thirdly, the agents are equipped with a capability to protect the secrecy of communication. As far as confidentiality is concerned, information is the most valued asset. Hence, every communication is encrypted using the standard Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to protect the privacy of the information. The Diffie-Hellman protocol is incorporated as part of the framework for key management.

### 3.3 Parallel Processing and Collating of Images

The agents have high versatility and high-level of abstraction that makes them suitable for parallel complex data acquisition. In the proposed system, the framework creates an enabling situation for concurrent information processing and collating. That is, simultaneously garnered surveillance data or images are put together onto multiple viewing monitors. They provide a panoramic view of a larger area; where the divided boundaries are much like that of surveillance cameras. In this paper, we did experiment on the collation of images captured in parallel by two different drones where the collation is done based on morphological image processing and semantic segmentation. Figure 5 portrays a sample result of our simulation where two images with common area were preprocessed and collated. Once detected, the intersection area is first removed from one of the images and collated at the boundary line that provides continuous and smooth view. It works fine with slight misalignment with high quality images but suffers a bit higher misalignment with lower quality images.

![Collation of images captured by two drones with intersecting area](image)

In this paper we employed a simple but efficient technique for collating images captured by multiple drones in the same mission. But, in the future, we aspire to incorporate a more robust, machine learning (ML) based method capable of handling complex images to equip the agents with the capability of detecting germane boundaries so as to seamlessly collate average quality images captured by more than one drones in a mission into a single whole smooth view important for a quick understanding of the situations or scene (Chen et al. 2016). Besides, using context fusion, the agents enable drones to easily exchange surveillance information for image fusion (Zheng et al. 2018) about the target's boundary lines and approaching aerial or ground vehicles (Wu et al. 2011).
4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

Following theoretical modeling and analysis of the framework, we have created an experimental setting for simulation and verification of the proposed system practicability. A fleet of drones were simulated and deployed using a programmable open flight simulation tool. The required information like coordinates were collected and route optimization was performed by the help of the agents. A sample of generated initial drones’ status loaded to each drone (a member of the mission) just before the start of the mission in lightweight format (JSON) is portrayed in Figure 6. A summarized version of all the simulations carried out is presented to verify the results.

```json
# Drone_1
{"unique_ID": "f9d3e65f2fa3b86323845afdc83e15533a34539a3b8bece6af66f", "MAC_ADDR": "55ed3c7e2b0dace95533929585531070689h31b2966184", "App_attribute": "ce6b86fe0f308c888b8076f6e91879fae0d98470c0f0d8e3519c", "Sys_attribute": "b6b3f80d7d167856e1410e2b96f9a384b063a132f914a32e73717e"}

# Drone_2
{"unique_ID": "8b53a95b638d14b9ec8d7a3f52e8c312a27e082f6d64e4d1b", "MAC_ADDR": "c62b1a5e83a12b8807e2d8b802566d3c9be7f003b557e", "App_attribute": "b372338ea9531a48b87d466d5993bce2e2651176947d5f536a1475", "Sys_attribute": "b666a11b79f65e47405e9aee16882364e9b356e5a7ace9795f"}

# Drone_3
{"unique_ID": "a8b236a673d83f3e30f00532abc8d998b90b4f7f73c3d9f161524b6", "MAC_ADDR": "8d51788e27b13830b18a12b08d80b5acbc3e2ca91ec1c9", "App_attribute": "38f0f84d13c71459927a586c65e64a8aaf124e5592808666e8d44", "Sys_attribute": "e262d66c31b3ed5e80e8e09c377446263b6a523177e29b8103ed"}

# Drone_4
{"unique_ID": "7f9a0e13648b6d084b8b5b0a26d9f7c7d8b9295d6754ab97c2595", "MAC_ADDR": "d3b4f9e9c6d043c4b73d997347f8ab6d2726a015b3df4665e6", "App_attribute": "a242880d93f932b44aa472d4f5a359650f807ac869457082a65", "Sys_attribute": "f1888721c3445459f8184c88755a20a1670e89b586e82f2068"}

# Drone_5
{"unique_ID": "bc35651d50eaf46f2b65b348eb2d3e1dd56a9bc3faccce19e00b0", "MAC_ADDR": "2ac1654a4781107575c12f4d797402a69992e2c839bad1258fcc876", "App_attribute": "47ae8848e69cc128f1c2a3047f6a3599dc701db5520298789a", "Sys_attribute": "b50c6e416b6b8b45f17c7abc5d495962f35f81858579ae862c91904"}
```

Figure 6: Drone to drone Hashed Message exchange for Authentication.

The agents play a very pronounced role in the proposed model in terms of creating a collaborative environment and ensuring a secure and authentic exchange of information. Each agent in a drone is a program delegated by the server sitting in the ground control station to continuously perform system scanning and to monitor any malicious activities in every drone in the mission. They perform identity and security authentications based on the set of policies put in place. The agent deployed in each drone is said to be the client-agent; whereas the one running in the server at the control room is the server-agent. The server-agent in collaboration with the client-agents collects the IDs, MAC addresses, application attributes, and system attributes just before the start of the mission. Then, it hashes and dispatches them to every drone in a lightweight file format. A sample of the initial database of five drones’ attributes vital for request-source authentication, and integrity checking is presented in Figure 6. It is generated in JSON format in order for it to be storage and bandwidth friendly. Exchanging the whole list of applications and their attributes, and operating systems and their attributes makes the comparison and checking process slower. Hashing and converting them to JSON format is more efficient as it is faster and more resource friendly.

The simulation testbed includes the MATLAB’s Mobile Robotics Simulation Toolbox. The path optimized algorithms were tested in Jmavsim (https://dev.px4.io/en/simulation/jmavsim.html) and a simple Quad Simulator running PX4 autopilot system and Quad Ground Control (QGC) (http://qgroundcontrol.com) as ground control station. Work on swarm algorithms have been previously proposed and discussed in the literature, but for deployment of an isolated air-gapped network for communication purposes in case of emergency protocol involves re-aligning the drones in a pattern to increase the bandwidth of the network and its reliability on the formation. Using the LIDAR sensors on the drones, the path between the neighboring drones is calculated, and the algorithm optimizes the distance between the drones. We simulated a swarm of agents with random initial states in MATLAB, and the
distance is calibrated using the \((x, y, z)\) co-ordinates of the agent. For each iteration, the linear and the angular velocity is incremented to align the swarm of both in close proximity. Once the UAVs converge within an optimal distance, the swarm leader is responsible for following the waypoint, and the remaining UAV uses the path following algorithm to track the leader. The leader-follower approach reduces the computation on all the UAVs, and when required a new leader can be assigned for faster mission switching.

Figure 7(a) represents the simulated model of the swarming drone with random initial states in the \(x-y\) plane. This inter-agent distance is maintained by constantly analyzing the co-ordinate placement and simulating the error correction in form of changes in velocity and angular velocity. The sensors are used to calculate the distance between the neighboring drones and travel toward that direction. The “blue” line in Figure 7(b) indicates the path travelled to reach the final state as a coordinated swarm from the initial state. The drone separation is maintained such that convergence is encouraged by separation optimized.

![Initial random state of Swarm](image1.png)

![Path travelled for final formation with optimal neighboring distance](image2.png)

Figure 7: Simulation of Swarm UAV in XY plane.

![Distance calibration between UAV](image3.png)

Figure 8: Distance between simulated agents 1 and 2.

The distance between two of the simulated agents is plotted in Figure 8. It can be seen that the error correction algorithm maintains the threshold distance between the swarm.

The implementation of Multi-UAV in an open-source platform following the path optimizing algorithm is shown in Figure 9. With two drones, one acts as the master and the other follows the master drone. The mission uploaded included an area survey, which includes a sweep search both horizontally and vertically. Future methods will support mobile and fixed multi-source sensing (Zulch et al. 2019).
5 CONCLUSIONS

Military disaster response operations cannot rely only on assured wide-band satellite-based communication systems because well-documented communications present opportunities for jamming. When such disasters happen, timely replacing the satellites into orbit is difficult. As a result, there is a pressing call for easy replacement of communications in such times of emergency.

In this paper, we have introduced an aerial agent-based new framework that supports a secure deployment of a covey of drones for urgent response operations. It provides optimized, secured and robust distributed connectivity and relaying vital for continued operation and mission accomplishment. The framework supports mechanisms for route optimization, for secure and authentic communication, and concurrent information processing. Successful simulations were carried out by integrating our framework with an open unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flight simulating software on Linux and Windows environments. The simulation results validate the theoretical model estimations to support further testing such as scalability with multiple UAVs, variations in security protocols, and coordinated sensor fusion.
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